1«, Introduction, Let Xbe a non-empty set and ^ be a <7-algebra of subsets of X. Consider the infinite product space Q -n»=-~ X n where X n -X for n = 0, ±1, ±2, is called the nth coordinate of co and shall be considered as a function on Q to X. Let T be the shift transformation on Q to 42: the nth coordinate of Too is equal to the n + lth coordinate of co. For any function g on Q, Tg is the function defined by Tg(a)) = 0(Ta>) so that T& w = jc n+1 . We shall consider two probability measures ft, v defined on JC Let Q n = n*=i X* where X 4 = X, i = 1, 2, • • •, n and ^ = n?=i ^f where ^f=s^i = 1,2,---,n. Then 42 X = Z and ^f=^ Let ^, n , m^w, w = 0, ±1, ±2, •••, be the (7-algebra of subsets of Q consisting of sets of the form where E e ^L w41 . Let ^oo lW be the a-algebra generated by Um=-i ^.»-Let j« m>w , v m<n be the contractions of p, v, respectively, to J^, n and P-^^, v-co,n be the contractions of p, v, respectively, to J^i^^. Throughout this paper v m>n is assumed to be absolutely continuous with respect to Pm,n, v m ,n < Pm,n, for m < n, n = 0, ±1, ±2, • • •. Let/ m ,« be the derivative of v m>n with respect to ft m , n9 f m , n = dv m jdp m>n .
f mM is ^n measurable and nonnegative. / mw is also positive with v probability one. Hence Vfm.n is well defined with v probability one. A fundamental theorem of Information Theory by Shannon and McMillan may be considered as a theorem concerning the asymptotic properties of f m>n as n-* oo. The theorem may be stated as follows: Let X be a finite set of K points and Sf 7 be the a-algebra of all subsets of X. Let v be any stationary (T invariant) probability measure on j^~~ and p. be the equally distributed independent (product) measure. Then wUog/i,,, converges in L^v). In particular, if v is ergodic, the limit function is equal to log K -H with v probability one where iTis the entropy of v measure [3] (a) lim n _>oo n"M log f 1>n dv exists and is finite, (b) v satisfies condition A M then {n~l\ogf 1>n } converges in L^v) [6] . Later Perez announced that the theorem remains to be true for any stationary measures fi, v [8] . The present writer proved that for Markovian fi, v with v being stationary and fi having stationary transition probabilities the v-integrability of log/i, 2 implies the L x {v) convergence of {nr 1 log f un }. The proof is based on an iteration formula for f 1>n [4] . In this paper we shall study the case that v is stationary and fi is Markovian with stationary transition probabilities. It shall be proved that the condition (c) j (log/ 1)W -log f^-Jdv g M < co for n = 1, 2, 3, • • • implies the L^v) convergence of {wMog/jJ. In fact the conditions (c) and (a) are equivalent for this case, so that the theorem is a generalization of the theorem of Perez given in [6] . The proof is conducted along similar lines used by McMillan. The crucial step is proving the L^v) convergence of {log/_ w0 -log/-w ,-i}. The condition (c) is shown to be necessary and sufficient for this convegence. with probability one. In this paper, since we have two probability measures /^, v, we need to use subscripts ft, v to indicate conditional probabilities and conditional expectations taken under ft, v respectively. For any E c Q,I E , the indicator of E, is the real valued function on Q defined by
The log in this paper is the logarithm with base 2.
Proof.
JE
Hence v' mM is a probability measure on ^, w . Furthermore, for E e ^,, Jm,nlJm,n-i •*• \Jm-n,oUm-n,-i) with v probability one for all m < n, n -0, ±1, ±2,
Proof. If fi is Markovian and has stationary transition probabilities then for any A e Sf
with ix probability one and, therefore, also with v probability one. Hence for any Ae^fBe x Q e A I xÎ t follows that
for every C e ^_ m+1 . Since by Lemma 1^m and (3) follows from (4) and Lemma 1. 
Proof. 
. This proves that <£ is absolutely continuous and that h = (d^/dX).
(ii) The sequence {/^ log Z^} converges with A, probability one to h log /&. Since the functions h k log /^ are bounded below uniformly by the number J, \h log MX ^ lim lfc fc log /i fc d\ -lim^l log h k d<t> ^ M .
Hence hlogh is X, integrable. Since the real valued function |log| is continuous and convex, h ± log /^, h 2 log /t 2 , • • •, h log ft constitute a semimartingale under the measure X( [2] , Theorem 1.1, pp. 295). Hence \h ± log h x dX ^ \ft 2 log ft 2 dX ^ • • • ^ ft log ftdA, , so that lim^oolftfclogftfcdX exists and is equal to \ftlogftdX. Now I I log h\d<t> -\ft I log ft I dX -I I ft log ft I dX, , hence log ft is ^ integrable and ( 6 ) (log ftd<£ = Ift log ftcfX, = lim \h k log ft fc dX = lim \ log ft fc d0 . of Q'. Let 0 be the probability measure on /3 and </> f c , X k be the probability measures on j3 k defined by
{g k } converges in L^v) if and only if {£ & } converges in L^). Now X k are consistent; Kolmogorov's Consistency Theorem implies the existence of a probability measure X on ft which is an extension of every X k and d(f> k ldX k -f fc . Hence Lemma 3 is applicable and the Z/i(</>) convergence of {£,.} is obtained. Now v is ergodic; the L x (v) limit h of {^"MogZo.J is equal to a with y probability one. Let n lf n 2 , • • • be a sequence of positive integers for which {wj b" 1 log Zen*.} converges with v probability one to a so that {1/Zo.nJ converges to 0 as n k -> oo. Let ^' be the ^-algebra generated by \Jn^o,n and let fi^,, [i^, be the contractions of [i, v, respectively, to Printed at Kokusai Bunken Insatsusha (International Academic Printing Co., Ltd.), No. 6, 2-chome, Fujimi-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
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